Duple minor set.

Play AAB Ad Lib.

A1  1-4  1st couple cast and cross over below the 2nd couple and face up WHILE the 2nd couple lead up and turn towards each other to face down.

5-10 Neighbours side (“Sharp” 1st couple going outside 2nd couple to start). Then all turn neighbour once round. (1st couple going between 2nd couple to start).

Set is now progressed with the first couple improper.

A2  1-4  2nd couple cast and cross over below the 1st couple and face up WHILE the 1st couple lead up and turn towards each other to face down.

5-10 Neighbours side (“Sharp” 2nd couple going outside the 1st couple to start) then all turn partner with the right hand once round to finish all improper in original places.

B  1-8  1st and 2nd men, keeping their partner’s right hand in their right hand, lead their partners to the women’s wall and pass the women in front of them. The women then turn to their left and dance across the set followed by their partners. The women then turn left and dance back to their original places WHILE their partners follow them and finish in their original places.

9-16  1st couple cast and, partners facing, four changes of a circular hey to progressed places.

Source. 24 dances for the year 1716 (Kynaston)